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Designed by Daniel Rybakken, Sol 03 is a 
pendant light that occupies a large physical 
space with minimal physical volume. A 
translucent white film or a metallised 
mirror membrane is stretched inside a 
circular aluminium profile. A powerful light 
source projects a beam onto a large disk, 
either diffusing or reflecting the light.
www.luceplan.com

Launching at Euroluce, Viso's Alo is a sleek 
LED pendant made of frosted glass with 
clear accents. The frosted glass acts as 
a diffuser to soften the light output. Alo 
features a plated metal stem, offered in 
two sizes, and is available in numerous 
finishes including mirrored silver and 
hairline bronze. 
www.visoinc.com
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UK-based lighting brand Elstead will 
launch over 300 new products in the 
2017 supplement catalogue at this year's 
Euroluce. There are lots of great new 
designs ideal for inspiring projects. 
Featured is the Douille table lamp in 
polished Nickel, shown with optional glass 
shade.  
www.elsteadlighting.com
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Praha by Stanislav Libenský will be shown as 
part of Lasvit's Euroluce exhibition, ‘Laterna 
Magica’, which builds on the mutual 
relation between objects, light and space.
At the same time, Lasvit will also introduce 
new collections created in collaboration 
with Zaha Hadid, Kengo Kuma, Ed Ng & 
Terence Ngan, and Yabu Pushelberg.
www.lasvit.com
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Inspired by Shakespeare's quote from 
Julius Ceasar: "The skies are painted with 
unnumbered sparks", Knikerboker’s new 
collection Buchi is made of steel covered 
with different paintings and leaves. Beyond 
its galactic appearance, the electric supply 
is composed by COB LED and dimmable 
power supplies are available.
www.knikerboker.it
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Arbor is created from linear elements 
gathered in order to create a stalk of light. 
The light comes from simple lines and 
circles and they give life to an aesthetic and 
lighting concept which represent both an 
aesthetic and a luminous element. Arbor is 
available in white, gold aluminium, silver, 
light grey and copper.
www.iconeluce.com
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